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The issue of efficient local coupling of light into surface plasmon polariton �SPP� modes is an important
concern in miniaturization of plasmonic components. Here we present experimental and numerical investiga-
tions of efficiency of local SPP excitation on gold ridges of rectangular profile positioned on a gold film. The
excitation is accomplished by illuminating the metal surface normally with a focused laser beam. Wavelength
dependence and dependence of the efficiency on geometrical parameters of ridges are examined. Using leakage
radiation microscopy, the efficiency of �20% is demonstrated experimentally. Numerical simulations based on
Green’s tensor approach are in good agreement with the experiment and allow suggesting an optimization of
parameters for improving the efficiency of SPP excitation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Plasmonics is a branch of nanophotonics that is concerned
with manipulation of surface plasmon polaritons �SPPs� at
nanoscale by means of specifically tailored metal structures.
A great interest in this area is explained by two very inter-
esting and promising applications for SPPs: integrated plas-
monics and nanosensing. Integrated plasmonics, in contrast
to integrated optics, operates with SPP waves, which can be
squeezed much better than light, giving a possibility for high
integration and in turn transmitting the signal much faster
than electric current does. This provides a technology ca-
pable to replace electrical-circuit interconnections, which are
strongly speed limited by the RC delay,1 with plasmonic ones
limited merely by the SPP frequency.2,3 Moreover, plasmon-
ics can bridge microscale photonics and nanoscale
electronics.2 Use of SPPs for nanosensing exploits surface
plasmon resonances, which can be frequency shifted due to
the presence of a substance being sensed as well as due to
structure geometry. Furthermore, the latter, if chosen appro-
priately, can lead to an enormous field enhancement increas-
ing otherwise very weak Raman signal.4 Both applications
require high miniaturization of the components involved, and
the issue of efficient local light coupling into SPP modes is
an important concern.

A very well-known and widely used technique for excita-
tion of SPPs is Kretschmann configuration. If a metal film
illuminated from below is of appropriate thickness, and a
parallel beam is used as a light source, almost all the incident
power can be transmitted into plasmons, meaning that the
efficiency of light to SPP coupling reaches nearly 100%.
However, it is not a local excitation since a parallel beam
assumes its width to be at least a few hundreds of microns,
whereas plasmonic applications are in lack of efficient com-
pact sources of SPPs of the several-wavelength size. More-
over, the propagation length of a SPP beam along such a
metal film is twice shorter than along an opaque one5 due to
the additional radiation losses into the substrate, which in

most cases is undesirable. Otto configuration, which in com-
mon with Kretschmann one uses a similar principle of eva-
nescent coupling, bears the same disadvantage of nonlocal
excitation.

A number of configurations have been developed for local
light-SPP coupling.6 Among them are excitation using illu-
mination through a probe of a scanning near-field optical
microscope7 by a highly focused laser beam8,9 or by a radi-
ally polarized Bessel beam10 and excitation at discontinuities
of a metal film,11 launching surface plasmons through an
array of nanoholes,12 through a subwavelength slit supple-
mented with a periodic set of grooves13 or by a surface pro-
trusion defect in form of a particle or a single ridge14 as well
as by a periodic set of those.15 The efficiency of light-SPP
coupling, defined as the ratio of SPP power to that of light,
for some configurations has been evaluated both experimen-
tally and numerically.9,10,15–17 The efficiency of the tech-
niques that use radially polarized Bessel or highly focused
parallel beams can be quite high.9,10 But apart from the al-
ready mentioned disadvantage of use of thin metal films,
those methods, especially the former one, produce SPPs with
virtually all directions of their k vectors. This is very imprac-
tical for integrated plasmonics operating with SPP beams—
laterally confined SPP waves with their k vectors lying in a
small range of directions �usually considerably below a
radian�—but might be useful for nanosensing. In the work of
Ditlbacher et al.,15 the efficiency of SPP excitation mediated
by gold ridges was studied. By illuminating the structures
with a focused laser beam incident normally to the surface,
two SPP beams propagating in opposite directions were ex-
cited. With only three ridges placed periodically on a gold
film, the efficiency of light coupling into a single SPP beam
was found to be �8%. This is already a very good result if
one bears in mind that it is a local coupling configuration,
and such commercial devices in serial production could be
virtually fabricated on a microchip. A very recent study of
light coupling to SPP for a single subwavelength hole in a
gold film16 revealed the efficiency of up to 28%. Note,
though, that this is the value normalized with respect to the
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power incident onto the hole area, meaning that the absolute
efficiency �normalized with respect to the total incident
power� is considerably smaller. In our further discussions we
shall operate with absolute values of efficiency. Note that a
possibility of grating geometry optimization has been inves-
tigated numerically.17 It was shown that a grating of inden-
tations is more efficient than a grating of protrusions and an
optimization of groove depth and width results in the cou-
pling efficiency of 16%–22% to a single SPP beam.

This paper reports on the capability to optimize the ridge
configuration for SPP excitation, found already promising,15

with respect to its efficiency. We chose our structures to have
a form of protrusions rather than indentations because ridges
are easier to fabricate using electron-beam lithography
�EBL�, a technique which is more available than focused ion
beam required for grooves. We tried to optimize the geo-
metrical parameters of an individual ridge �width and
height�, the number of those in a periodic array, as well as
the working wavelength for a given array period. The results
presented were obtained both numerically and experimen-
tally.

II. INVESTIGATION TECHNIQUES

A. Structures under investigation and experimental technique

We consider single ridges and periodic sets of those on
top of a gold film illuminated with a focused laser beam. In
the case of multiple ridges, the interaction between light and
SPPs is achieved by coupling through the grating5 and can be
described approximately by the condition of momentum con-
servation,

k�SPP
� = k�0

� + u�x
2�

�
n , �1�

where k�SPP
� and k�0

� denote the wave-vector components in the
�x ,y� plane �see Fig. 1�a�� of the scattered SPP and the inci-
dent light, respectively, � is the grating period, and n is an
integer. Since the grating momentum has only x component,

we consider light incidence in the �x ,z� plane, hence k�0
�

=u�xk0 sin � and Eq. �1� can be rewritten as

kSPP = k0 sin � + nG , �2�

with G denoting the grating momentum 2� /�. As mentioned
in Sec. I, excitation of laterally confined SPP waves is of
most practical importance, therefore we need to focus the
incident beam to a spot. On the other hand, we would like to
have relatively small divergence of the excited SPP beam.
Both conditions can be satisfied if we require that the SPP
propagation length be of the order of the Rayleigh length of
the SPP Gaussian beam, which gives the diameter of several
microns for our wavelength range �see below�. We use a
20-fold objective �numerical aperture �NA=0.4��, which fits
well for these purposes. Due to the short working distance of
the objective, the normal incidence of light is the only pos-
sibility for our configuration, thus from the Eq. �2� we obtain
an approximate condition for the grating period, which
should be a multiple of the SPP wavelength.

All structures were fabricated by EBL on a resist layer
spun on top of a 50-nm-thick gold film on a quartz substrate,
evaporation of a second gold layer, and subsequent liftoff. A
scanning electron microscope image of a typical structure
used in our investigations can be seen in Fig. 1�b�.

The number of ridges to be used for SPP excitation is
changing from 1 �single-ridge configuration� to at most 19.
To find the exact optimum relation between the illumination
wavelength and the grating period, it is enough to change
only one of those parameters, and we choose to change the
wavelength with the periodicity of ridges being fixed at �
=800 nm. Because of limitations of EBL the height of the
structures cannot be changed within a sample, therefore in
the experiment all ridges are 50 nm high, although, in nu-
merical simulations it is a variable parameter.

To launch SPPs, we illuminate our structures with a tun-
able �wavelength range 700–860 nm� Ti:sapphire laser’s
Gaussian beam at normal incidence. Using the 20-fold ob-
jective, the beam is focused to a spot with diameter estimated
to be ��5�0.5� �m �at the level 1 /e2 of intensity�. Since
the structure under investigation is homogeneous along the y
direction, only x component of the incident field will contrib-
ute into SPPs. Therefore the polarization of the incident laser
beam is perpendicular to the ridges. In this case two SPP
beams are excited propagating in opposite directions away
from the structure. Note that in most application configura-
tions only one of them can be used. For this reason we define
the light-plasmon coupling efficiency as the ratio between
the power carried by one of the SPP beams and that of the
incident laser illumination, i.e., the percentage of power
transferred from light into a SPP beam. In other words, we
find a unidirectional SPP excitation efficiency. Note also that
with extended structures �such as periodic set of ridges� the
efficiency depends substantially on the position of the illu-
mination spot. In this case we search for the position that
gives the maximum efficiency. It is this unidirectional effi-
ciency that we call the light-plasmon coupling efficiency or
the SPP excitation efficiency.

To estimate the magnitude of the efficiency, we measure
the power of the leakage radiation �LR� from the excited SPP

FIG. 1. �a� Geometry of the configuration under study and co-
ordinate system. �b� Scanning electron microscope image of a typi-
cal structure under investigation. In this case it is a set of seven
periodically arranged ridges. Period is 800 nm.
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beam into the glass substrate. The power of the LR is in strict
relation with that of the SPP.18 So, if the metal film thickness
and the SPP wavelength are known, it is easy to evaluate the
power carried by a SPP beam from the measured power of
the corresponding LR. The random error of all measurements
discussed in this paper is estimated to be �15%. A setup for
making LR measurements is well known and described in
details elsewhere.19

B. Calculation technique

All calculations are based on the two-dimensional �2D�
electromagnetic Green’s tensor �GT� approach. The general
theory and the solution technique have been developed
previously.20 The air-gold interface is set in the �x ,y� plane
and the ridges are infinite along the y axis, and thus all the
properties are invariant in this direction. If the incident elec-
tric field propagates in the �x ,z� plane and has p polarization
�see Fig. 1�a��, then the total and the scattered fields will
keep propagating in the �x ,z� plane with the same polariza-
tion. That allows us to assume that the system can be solved
in a 2D subspace r= �x ,0 ,z� excluding the y dependence in
the calculations. For the incident electric field we assume �i�
Ey

in=0 and �ii� Ex
in�x ,z�=e−�x − x0�2/�2

Ex
in�z�; i.e., the field has

Gaussian profile only in the x direction. Even though y com-
ponents of the incident electric field in the experiment are
nonzero with relatively weak focusing ��=2.5 �m�, they
are negligible.21 Since the thickness of the gold film in the
experiment �of 50 nm� is comparable to its skin depth, we
approximate the gold slab with a semi-infinite gold half
space. Let the dielectric constants of gold �as well as the gold
ridges� and air be � and 1, respectively. When a system
formed by two semi-infinite half spaces �air and gold� with
embedded scatterers �ridges� at the interface is illuminated
with an incident electric field E0�r�, the total field E�r� is
given, according to Eq. �8� of Ref. 20, by the volume-
integral equation

E�r� = E0�r� + k0
2�

A

�� − 1�G2D�r,r��E�r��dr�, �3�

where the integration runs only over the scatterers section A.
G2D�r ,r�� is the 2D GT that gives the field at a point r
generated by an infinite line source extending in the y direc-
tion centered at an arbitrary point r�. Equation �3� is a com-
bination of the physical constraints governing our system
that is the Maxwell equations and the boundary conditions.

The solution is found in a two-step process. �i� First, the
electric field inside every ridge of the grating is computed by
solving Eq. �3� for points r being placed inside the ridges.
The calculation involves the GT connecting any two points
inside the scatterers, which can be found �in direct space� in
the integral representation22 and must be attained numeri-
cally. The integration technique has been described in details
in Appendix B of Ref. 23. �ii� The field outside the ridges can
then be found using the self-consistent field inside the ridges
determined in the first step. Calculating the excitation effi-
ciency only involves the analytical asymptotic approxima-
tion of the GT for the in-plane far-field zone,22,23

G2D�x−x��	 ,z�0,z��0�→GSPP,

ESPP�r� = k0
2�

A

�� − 1�GSPP�r,r��E�r��dr�. �4�

This GT describes the coupling between the field inside the
ridges and the SPP field at remote points near the surface
plane.

III. EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Wavelength dependence of coupling efficiency

First, we investigated the wavelength dependence of the
SPP excitation efficiency. For this purpose a 50-nm-high and
150-nm-wide single gold ridge was fabricated. A unidirec-
tional SPP excitation efficiency was measured in the wave-
length range 750–860 nm and found to decrease rapidly with
the increasing wavelength. The most basic description of
SPP launching in this configuration relies on a dipole scat-
tering of light on the ridge. Its two sharp edges separated by
50 nm act as a dipole in the incident electric field oriented
perpendicular to the ridge. Since the size of this dipole is
considerably smaller than the wavelength, Rayleigh scatter-
ing gives an adequate description of the wavelength depen-
dence of scattered light intensity.24 We plotted the experi-
mentally obtained values along with the numerical data in a
double-logarithmic chart to find the exponent in the power-
law dependence �Fig. 2�a��. Both plots are fitted with a
straight line, which yields the magnitudes of the assumed
exponents −5.4 and −4.5 for the experimental and numerical
data, respectively. One can see that the agreement is fairly
good both between each other and with Rayleigh scattering,
which scales as a power of −4 of the wavelength. One should
hardly expect the exact correspondence between the experi-
mental and numerical data because the simulated results de-
pend much on the dielectric constant of metal �which is
known to depend on the fabrication� as well as on the exact
profile of the ridge, which is not ideally rectangular in the
experiment.

In order to increase the efficiency, it seems reasonable to
use several ridges arranged periodically. As mentioned in
Sec. II A, the period should be close to the SPP wavelength,
but the precise value is not obvious. We investigated the
wavelength dependence of light-plasmon coupling efficiency
for structures composed of up to six ridges having the same
geometrical parameters as in the previous experiment �Fig.
2�b��. Having the feature of a single-ridge dependence �to
decrease rapidly with wavelength�, the efficiency is notice-
ably enhanced near the wavelength of 790 nm where the
coherently excited �on different ridges� SPP waves interfere
with each other constructively increasing the light-plasmon
coupling. Note that while the number of ridges used is in-
creasing, this effect starts to be more pronounced. For one
ridge we obtained a unidirectional efficiency around 0.6% at
the wavelength 800 nm, which is almost four times less than
that declared in Ref. 15. This is due to the difference in laser
illumination spot size ��5 �m in our case vs 1 �m in Ref.
15�. Although better focusing is preferred with a few ridges,
a larger beam size might be more advantageous with the
considerable number of ridges �10–20� since more scatterers
are involved in the excitation process.
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B. Dependence on geometrical parameters of ridge

Finding the optimum geometrical parameters of an indi-
vidual ridge is important because, as we show in this section,
geometrical optimization can sufficiently increase the effi-
ciency of light-plasmon coupling. We performed numerical
simulations of SPP excitation on a single ridge whose height
is varying in the range 50–230 nm and width, in the range of
200–600 nm, and calculated its efficiency �Fig. 3�a��. With
only small difference, ridges of all heights feature maximum
efficiency when the width is close to 350 nm, i.e., almost half
of the wavelength. The maximum achievable efficiency for
every given height is then plotted in Fig. 3�b�. One can see
almost a sixfold increase in the efficiency with the height
growing from 50 up to 130 nm, where it reaches its
maximum.

We checked the width dependence of excitation efficiency
experimentally also using illumination at the wavelength 800
nm. The ridge height was fixed at 50 nm. We tested configu-
rations with one, three, and five ridges aligned periodically
�period �=800 nm� in the two latter cases �Fig. 3�c��. The
experimental data exhibit maximum efficiency for the ridge

width close to 350 nm, which is in agreement with the nu-
merical simulations. The figure also demonstrates that the
optimum width is not changing for the increasing number of
ridges at least within a small quantity. Note that the fact that
we obtained larger efficiency experimentally, than it is pre-

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Efficiency of SPP excitation on 50-
nm-high and 150-nm-wide gold ridge versus the free-space wave-
length used for excitation plotted in double-logarithmic scale along
with a linear fit. �b� Efficiency of SPP excitation on sets of periodi-
cally arranged 50-nm-high 150-nm-wide gold ridges versus the
free-space wavelength measured for the different number of ridges
composing the grating. Separation between ridges is �=800 nm.

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Calculation of efficiency of SPP ex-
citation on a single ridge versus its width. Different curves show
data for different ridge heights. �b� Calculation of maximum attain-
able efficiency �with all possible ridge widths� of the SPP excitation
on a single ridge versus its height. �c� Experimental results for
dependencies of SPP excitation efficiency on the ridge width. The
ridge height is fixed at 50 nm. Three curves show three sets of
measurements accomplished on a single ridge and on three and five
ridges aligned in gratings with the period �=800 nm. The free-
space wavelength is 800 nm both in calculations and in the
experiment.
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dicted numerically for a 50-nm-high ridge, can be explained
by a slightly smaller laser-beam diameter used in the experi-
ment.

C. Optimum wavelength for excitation on ridges

As we already mentioned, one of the ways to increase the
efficiency of excitation is to use a periodic set of ridges.
However, the optimum period is not necessarily equal to the
SPP �or free-space� wavelength. To get more insight into
that, we investigate arrays of ridges with the fixed period of
�=800 nm and change the laser-beam wavelength instead
since array period cannot be changed in the experiment.

First, we investigated numerically SPP excitation on a
grating composed of 11 ridges having width of 280 nm and
height of 50 nm. The diameter of the modeled laser beam is
5 �m. We placed the zero of the coordinate system to the
center of the grating �inset of Fig. 4�a��. Then we performed
a scan of the laser beam from the center toward increasing

coordinates evaluating the powers carried by the two SPP
beams propagating in opposite directions for different wave-
lengths �Figs. 4�a� and 4�b��. Expectedly, the efficiency drops
down monotonously for the left-propagating SPP beam �see
the inset of Fig. 4�a� for the geometry� with the laser beam
moving from the center of the grating to the right �Fig. 4�a��.
On the contrary, the efficiency for the right-propagating SPP
increases first, reaching the maximum at the coordinate
�2000 nm, and then monotonously decreases �Fig. 4�b��.
We will get back to this behavior in Sec. III D, whereas now
a more important result is the wavelength where the maxi-
mum efficiency is observed: it is 805 nm. Note that in this
optimum case, the grating period of 800 nm is between the
free-space wavelength 805 nm and the corresponding SPP
wavelength �789 nm.

In the experiment, we investigated two gratings composed
of 7 and 11 ridges of the width 200 nm and 280 nm each,
respectively. Instead of scanning the laser beam across the
gratings, we were searching the position with the maximum
achievable efficiency and then picked that efficiency value to
the chart. Thus, the way it was measured gives an envelope
of all the curves in Fig. 4�b�. The result obtained is shown in
Fig. 5�a� together with the envelope for comparison. The
lower curve yields the optimum wavelength of 790 nm,
which repeats the result shown in Fig. 2�b�. The experimen-
tal curve for the 11-ridge gratings shows that the optimum
wavelength shifts toward higher values with the increasing
number of ridges. Comparison with the envelope of the
curves in Fig. 4�b� �obtained for the same geometry, i.e., 11
ridges of the width 280 nm and height 50 nm� shows good
agreement in both the optimum wavelength and the general
behavior of the spectrum. For lower wavelengths the experi-
ment gives higher efficiencies. This is because the experi-
mental structure always has small irregularities in the ridge
periodicity, which makes the spectrum broader and, as a re-
sult, its wings higher.

A drift of the optimum wavelength with the increasing
number of ridges can be also observed in another series of
measurements where we investigated a dependence of light-
SPP coupling efficiency on the number of ridges involved in
the process �Fig. 5�b��. The ridges participating in the exci-
tation are 280 nm wide. First of all, at wavelengths far from
the optimum one, the efficiency comes very quickly to satu-
ration �730 and 770 nm� or even drops down �850 nm� with
the number of ridges exceeding five. Second, for the small
number of ridges �below seven� the optimum wavelength is
somewhere around 800 nm but cannot be clearly defined: the
gratings are broadband. However, with the increasing num-
ber of ridges, the wavelength dependence gets more pro-
nounced: first, 800 nm is preferable �for 11 ridges� and then
810 nm �for 15 and more ridges�. The two main conclusions
are: �i� the optimum wavelength �or the optimum grating
period for a given wavelength� is growing �diminishing� with
the increasing number of ridges composing the grating and
�ii� for a grating with large number of ridges the SPP wave-
length corresponding to the optimum illumination is ap-
proaching the grating periodicity from the low-wavelength
side. The latter means that there are two competing processes
of electromagnetic interaction between ridges: one is on the
dielectric �air� side and mediated by photons, and the other is

FIG. 4. �Color online� Numerical results for wavelength depen-
dence of efficiency of SPP excitation on 11 ridges �height=50 nm
and width=280 nm�. Different positions of a laser beam
�diameter=5 �m� illuminating the sample are shown by different
curves. Calculations accomplished for SPP propagating �a� to the
left and �b� to the right from the grating. Inset of the panel �a�
shows the geometry and coordinate system.
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on the metal side occurring through SPPs. To enhance each
of those processes, the grating period equal to the corre-
sponding wavelength is required, which sets the optimum
period in between of them. As it turns out, however, the
interaction through plasmons is stronger, and with the large
number of ridges it takes over the process equating the opti-
mum period with the SPP wavelength. One of the reasons
that we obtained the maximum efficiency at 	0=810 nm in-
stead of 816 nm �corresponding to 	SPP=�=800 nm� might
be a small misalignment �of about 0.5°� of the objective
focusing illumination onto the grating �see Eq. �2��.

D. Directionality of SPP excitation on periodic sets of ridges

We conclude our consideration of efficiency of light-SPP
coupling on ridges by demonstrating the extent of asymme-
try of surface plasmon beams excitation while using such
structures. This gives an idea of the total �bidirectional� light-
plasmon coupling efficiency and also demonstrates the sen-

sitivity of efficiency to the position of the laser beam with
respect to the illuminated structure.

For this purpose, we measure the efficiency while the la-
ser beam is scanned across a grating �Fig. 6�a��. Such profiles
were recorded at several wavelengths. The grating was com-
posed of 11 ridges �height=50 nm and width=280 nm�. At
two wavelengths—at which the highest efficiencies were ob-
tained �800 and 816 nm�—the profiles feature a relatively
sharp maximum. At the optimum wavelength the efficiency
is very sensitive to the laser-beam position, which leads to a
more unidirectional excitation. Assuming that the center of
the grating is approximately positioned at x=7 �m, one can
find the efficiency of SPP excitation on the farthest end of the
grating while having a maximum at the nearest one: 7%
versus 19% at 	0=800 nm. For the wavelengths out of the
resonance, the profiles possess a small plateau in the middle
forming a shape reminding trapezium. At the wavelength 730
nm one can even notice a very small second local maximum
on the other end of the grating.

Modeling of this geometry shows an excellent agreement
�Fig. 6�b�� in curves’ shape including the two local maxima
at 	0=730 nm. The explanation for the latter could be that
out of the resonance the excitation on a fewer number of

FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� Experimental results for wavelength
dependence of efficiency of SPP excitation on two different gratings
��=800 nm� composed of 7 �height=50 nm and width=200 nm�
and 11 ridges �height=50 nm and width=280 nm� plotted together
with the envelope of curves shown in Fig. 4�b� for comparison. �b�
Experimental results for efficiency of SPP excitation versus the
number of ridges in the grating ��=800 nm� used for excitation.
Ridge with height=50 nm and width=280 nm. Results obtained at
different wavelengths are shown by different curves.

FIG. 6. �Color online� �a� Experimental and �b� numerical re-
sults for SPP excitation efficiency versus the position of a laser
beam scanned across the grating ��=800 nm� composed of 11
ridges �height=50 nm and width=280 nm�. In the experiment the
grating extends approximately from 3 to 11 �m of the cross coor-
dinate; in the numerical simulations this is the exact position of the
grating. The error bars in �a� are omitted to not obscure the image.
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ridges is more efficient than on the whole grating because the
periodic set of ridges causes destructive interference. There-
fore, moving the beam out of the grating excludes most of
the ridges from the process, which turns out to be more fa-
vorable in this case.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Summarizing, we have investigated numerically and ex-
perimentally the efficiency of SPP excitation on single ridges
and on periodic sets of those. The variable parameters were
wavelength of light used for excitation, ridges width and
height, as well as the number of them in periodic arrange-
ments. The maximum experimental unidirectional SPP exci-
tation efficiency of about 20% was obtained for 11 ridges
�width=280 nm and height=50 nm�. Although the depen-
dence of efficiency on ridge height was not investigated ex-
perimentally, numerical simulations show that it is an impor-
tant parameter, which can lead to almost sixfold increase in
efficiency for one ridge when changing the height from 50 to
130 nm. The optimum ridge width was found to be close to
half the illumination wavelength but somewhat smaller. This
is in agreement with the result obtained previously for an-
other working wavelength.17 For periodic sets of ridges used
for SPP excitation, the SPP wavelength corresponding to the
optimum free-space wavelength was found to be smaller
than the ridge periodicity but approaching that with the in-
creasing number of ridges.

It is difficult to extend the conclusions to systems distinct
from the suggested one without thorough investigations. One
can, however, conclude that efficient local excitation of SPPs
is achievable with a moderately focused laser beam and only
a few ridges. Regarding optimum parameters, it is clear that
with the oblique incidence of the laser beam, the grating
period and/or the excitation wavelength has to be adjusted
according to Eq. �2�. It is further expected that the ridge
parameters �height and width� are mainly influenced by the
choice of wavelength �most probably scaling with it lin-
early�, but the precise values have to be found with detailed
simulations.

Finally, we note that the value of efficiency of 20% found
experimentally might be improved in the case of opaque
metal film,17 which prevents the excitation of SPPs on a
metal-substrate interface. The higher value of �28% ob-
tained numerically for the same configuration is a good evi-
dence of that. However, the use of opaque metal films will
make the LR microscopy inapplicable for experimental in-
vestigations.
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